The authors define a concept of relative topological degree of set-valued compact vector fields with respect to a closed convex subset in a locally convex topological vector space. Using this concept, they extend the concept of degree of ultimately compact vector fields introduced by Sadovskii and generalized by Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick. The authors also establish a fixed point theorem of the Kakutani-Fan type and a generalized Borsuk fixed point theorem for ultimately compact operators.
topological degree, we define a concept of topological degree of ultimately compact set-valued vector fields in not necessarily metrizable topological vector spaces. Our results generalize those of Sadovskii and of Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick.
We also establish a generalized version of a fixed point theorem of Borsuk as well as a fixed point theorem of the Kakutani-Fan type for ultimately compact operators.
The paper consists of four sections. The first section sets the notations and contains basis results on the degree of compact vector fields in locally convex linear spaces. The second section is devoted to a theory of relative topological degree for set-valued compact vector fields with respect to a closed convex subset in the locally convex topological vector spaces. In Section 3, we shall consider the topological degree theory of ultimately compact set-valued vector fields in locally convex topological vector spaces. The fourth and last section contains a number of fixed point theorems of Kakutani-Fan or of the Borsuk type for ultimately compact operators.
We shall rely on Ma's results [lo] on compact vector fields, those being used often without explicit mention of the reference. The last name author (D. D. Ang) would like to than T. W. Ma for having sent him his reprints.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We shall adhere to the following notations:
a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space over the real numbers fields. A\B= (xEA and x@B).
In the remainder of this section, we shall set some basic definitions and properties of compact vector fields in topological linear spaces. A i-1 (iii) If E is a finite-dimensional vector subspace of X such that (p} U T(D) c E, then (I -T 1 on E) is a compact vector field on of7 E to K(E) and
map T of Y into K(X) is said to be compact if T is USC on Y and T(Y) is relatively compact (i.e., T(Y) is compact).
where T 1 on E denote the restriction of T on Dn E.
(iv) (Homotopy invariance). If F is a compact map of D x J into K(X) such that p 6? (x -F(x, t)) V(x, t) E aDxJ, then
The following lemma is of crucial importance for finite-dimensional reductions. 
A DEGREE THEORY
Throughout this section, T is an USC map of D into K(X) and K is a closed convex subset of X such that
(ii) HcK;
The present section is devoted to the definition and basic properties of the degree of Z -T relative to K at 0 which will be denoted by deg,(Z -T, D, 0).
The following result will be useful. PROPOSITION 1. Let F be a closed subset of 0. Then (I -T)(K n F) is closed. In particular, there exists a V E V(0) such that V n (I -T)(K n aD) = 0. 
where STf (x) = ST(f (x)).
Proof: (i) By continuity of f, one has f(x) E En K C? 0. Hence by hypothesis (i) on T, one has Tf(x) c H, which implies STf (x) c E I? ZH.
Thus STf (x) c E n K.
(ii) By (i), one has x E En K, hence x = f(x) and thus XEEnKnD. Hence by Lemma 2, x E D n K n E. It follows that x E U, which is absurd. This contradiction shows that 0 6? (x -STf(x)) for each x E EIU. (ii) Let f, ,fi be two continuous retractions of E into K fl E. By (i), one can choose U= f;'(Ef7KKD)nf;'(EnKnD).
For each (t, x) E Jxu, put
and F,(x) = F(f, x).
or equivalently x E F(t, x).
Since x E 0, it follows that x E clfl:'(E n K n D), i = 1, 2. Hence by Lemma 2, STL(x) c E n K, i = 1,2. Since E f7 K is convex, one has F(t, x) c En K and thus x E En K. Hence f,(x) = f*(x) = x. On the other hand F(t, x) = STf,(x).
Hence there exists an x in 3U with x E STf,(x) which contradicts Proposition 3. We have just proved that 0 @ (x -F(t, x)) V(t, x) E JxaU. On the other hand, F is a compact map of Jxu into K(E). Hence by Theorem 1,
(iii) Let E, , E, be two finite-dimensional vector subspaces of X such that E,nKKD#f, i= 1,2, and S(H)cEi, i= 1,2. Put E=E,+E,. 
(iv) Let V be as in Proposition 1, let Si be continuous maps of H into zBi, B, finite cH such that
Then S is uniformly continuous from the compact set JxH to co(B, U B,) czH and
Let E be a finite-dimensional vector space of X such that G(B, U B2) c E and En K n D f 0. Let f be a continuous retraction of E onto E f3 K and let U be a relatively open subset of E such that EnKnDcUcf-'(EnKnD).
Put
STf(C, x) = co ( lJ S(t, J')) V&x) E JXU. Thus if (s, x') E J,xO, and y' E Tf(x') then there exist y E Tf(x) such that S(s, Y') = qt, Y) + w,.
As a result S(s, Y'> = sTf(t, x> + W, V(s, x') E J,xO,, y' E Tf(x').
Since STf(t, x) is a compact convex set and since W, is closed and convex, the set (STf(t, x) + W,) is closed and convex. It follows that
The above inclusion shows that STf is USC at (t, x). Since (t, x) is an arbitrary point of Jxu, STf is USC on Jxu to K(E).
On the other hand, since STf(Jxu) cc$B, UB,), STf is compact from Jxo to K(E). By Proposition 3, Thus Vn (Z -T)(K n 6) # 0 which contradicts the choice of V. This contradiction proves the proposition.
Q.E.D.
To proceed with study of the properties of deg,, we shall need the following extension of the Leray-Schauder-Nagumo lemma. 
Thus and hence
Sx E GH, VXE w,.
Q.E.D. DEFINITION 2.2. Let T, K be as in Definition 2.1. Put Then by Theorem 2, there exists an a E K,n D such that a E Tu. We shall prove u E Ki for every i, which will lead to Kjf7 D # 0, a contradiction. The proof will by transtinite induction. Now by Remark 2.1, K, c K, = K, and thus a E K,. Suppose Q E K, for each s < i, we shall show a E K,. We shall distinguish two cases. In the case that (i -1) exists, we have a E Ki_l, andthusaETacT(Ki_,n8)cKi,henceaEKi.Now,if (i -1) does not exist, we have a E nj, i Kj and hence a E Ki. Thus in each case a E Ki n D for every i.
Q.E.D. We show that 0 @ (x-F,(x)) V(t, x) E Jx au. Suppose on the contrary that 0 E (x -F,(x)) for a (t, x) E Jx 3U.
Then by Lemma 2, STfi-,(x) cGHiel = Ki and STfi(x)cGHi=Ki+,cK. 1' The proof is by a homotopy variance argument. Put
Hence x E F,(x) implies x E En Ki which in turn implies x = J(x) = fi-,(x) and x E STf(x) and x E 8U which contradicts Proposition 3. We have just proved that 0 @ (x -F,(x)) V(t, x) E Jx dU. On the other hand, the map (t, x) -+ F,(x) is USC from Jxo to K(E). Furthermore, F,(x) c S(H,-r) V(t, x) E Jxu, and S(H,-r) is
Suppose by contradiction that for a (t, x) in Jx au, 0 E (x -F,(x)). Then since S7'f,(x) U STfi(x) c Ki (by (2.13)). We have x E F,(x) = tSTfr(x) + (1 -t) ST&(x) c Ki.
By x E En Ki and by x = f,(x) = A(x), we have x E Srfi(x) and x E aU which contradicts Proposition 3.
We We can (and shall) assume K n Di # 0 Vi = l,..., p. Put H = cl T(K n 6) and ZZj = cl T(K f7 oj), j = I,..., p.
Choose VE V(0) in such a way that vn(z-T) (Kn p\fi,Di))=a* By Lemma 1, there exist continuous maps S, Sj of H, Hi, respectively, into co B, zBj where B finite c H and Bj finite and contained in Hj. Let E be a finite-dimensional vector subspace of X such that S(H) U (Uf= I Sj(Hj)) c E and En K f7 Dj # 0 Vj = l,..., p.
Let f be a continuous retraction of E onto En K. Let Uj be an open set in E such that EnKnD,c Ujcf-'(EnKnDj) Vj = l,..., p.
Since {EnKnDj}j=l,...,, is a disjoint family the Drj'S, j = l,..., p, are mutually disjoint. Put U = UP=, Uj. We have NOW for (t, X) E JXVj, j= I,..., p, let
We see that F,(x) c co@ U Bj) and hence that (t, x) t+ F,(x) is a compact map of Jxuj into K(E). On the other hand, by a standard argument, 0 6? (x -F,(x)) V(t, x) E Jx 3oj.
By 
Then g is a continuous odd map on H and
Hence is an odd integer.
TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE OF ULTIMATELY COMPACT VECTOR FIELDS
The concept of ultimately compact vector fields was introduced by Sadovskii [6, 71 . This concept has been generalized by Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick [8, 9] to set-valued vector fields in locally convex linear topological spaces in which closed convex sets are retracts. We shall rely on results in Section 2 on K-degrees to define the concept of degree for ultimately compact set-valued vector fields in general locally compact linear topological spaces without the retraction condition of Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick [8, If Y is a singleton, we identify F with a map of D into K(X); in this case, if F is Y-ultimately compact, we shall say F is ultimately compact, for short. Q.E.D.
The following proposition establishes the relationship between compact vector fields and ultimately compact vector fields. Proof: It is seen that K(T, 0, j) is a symmetric set containing 0 for each ordinal j. Hence K(T, 0) is, too. The theorem then follows from Theorem 5.
Remark 3.3. The foregoing theorem was obtained by Petryshyn and Fitzpatrick [9] under the additional condition that X is metrisable. 
